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Today&#39;s concise, up-to-date guide to basic safety and health in the workplace. Â

Basics of

Occupational Safety, Second Edition is today&#39;s most complete, concise, and up-to-date basic
guide to the most critical aspects of occupational safety and health. Designed to be a
highly-effective teaching and learning tool for both classroom and on-line settings, it contains helpful
pedagogy supported by comprehensive web content and resources. It concisely addresses all
applicable standards from OSHA, NIOSH, and other US federal and state government regulatory
agencies, and covers a wide range of new and emerging trends. Up-to-the-minute coverage
includes: emerging roles of safety professionals, the safety professionalâ€™s role in product recalls,
maintenance requirements of NFPA 70E-2009 for electric shock, â€œhot work,â€• nanoscale
materials in industrial hygiene, global harmonization of OSHAâ€™s Hazard Communication
Standard, MRSA in the workplace, and establishing a safety-first corporate culture. Â
and Learning Experience Â

Teaching

This concise book will prepare students for occupational and safety

health responsibilities in today&#39;s complex environments.

Concise, focused, basic coverage of

the field&#39;s latest issues and trends: Thoroughly prepares students for current and future
realities in the field of occupational safety and health Supported with exceptional pedagogical
features: Includes well-crafted chapter summaries, key terms and concepts, review questions, and
many boxed features Combines theory and principles in realistic settings: Focuses on the new
challenges of occupational safety and health in global workplace environments, and the changing
roles of safety/health professionals
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Decent, but a lot of unnecessary information. Why was there a WHOLE chapter dedicated to
mentioning all the potential degrees and descriptions of those degrees? Parts feel worthless.

I have this book as an e-book and it's a great, easy book to read!

Book was practically falling apart. None of the pages were attached to the binding of the book.
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